Kids will love these cute pine owls designed by Lia Griffith

Our owls have three different personalities and, with our online templates, you can mix and match them to make your own little characters. Felt is such a great material for kids to craft with, and if you have yet to try a luscious wool mix felt, you need to treat yourself and buy some. The wool blend is nice to the touch, easy to cut and looks great when it is crafted into something delightful!

Start with...
- Felt sheets, blues, greens, greys, brown, black, white
- Pipe cleaners
- Pine cones
- Hot glue gun
- Scissors

Download templates from our website

**Festive Owls**

1. Cut out the owl shapes from different coloured sheets of felt.
2. Use a hot glue gun to stick the pieces for the faces and wings together.
3. Take the cones and brush off any loose pieces. Start to stick down the facial features and wings using the glue gun.
4. Trim pipe cleaners into strips, 2.5cm, and fold them over into a U-shape to make the feet. Glue one on top of the other, then position the feet to the front at the base of your pine cone.

"Though I perched these little owls in my tree, you can easily add ribbon or string on the tops of their heads to hang them" – Lia Griffith, Designer, liagriffith.com

**Shopping List**

- Wool felt sheets, CoolCrafting, 01539 561928, coolcrafting.co.uk
- Coloured pipe cleaners, Pullingers, 01372 741811, pullingers.com